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Abstract
Hybrid vehicles have experienced a great boom in recent years thanks to the increasing spread of ‘parallel’ architectures, often realized by a planetary gear train (Hybrid Synergy Drive).
At the same time, an enhancement of electrical and electronic components has been experienced;
these improvements especially concern reliability and efficiency. Particularly, the possibility of using
supercapacitors with increasing storage performances makes possible to manage higher power flows
together with a superior efficiency. These innovations may challenge the architecture used nowadays
on medium size cars.
The hybrid series architecture, which allows the optimal management of the combustion engine, has
been disadvantaged until now by the electric powertrain efficiency.
In the current scenario, this architecture could benefit from the above-mentioned technology, becoming a competitive alternative to the actual powertrain configurations. The aim of this article is
the efficiency analysis, in order to evaluate the operational energy efficiency achievable thanks to this
configuration. This analysis will be carried out considering all the possible working conditions of the
different powertrains.
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1 Introduction
The development of hybrid power trains in the automotive industry has been characterized by
a large spread of parallel architectures, mostly realized thanks to a planetary gear train [1–3].
A large spread of the series architecture has also taken place as it regards urban bus applications, together with studies supporting and evaluating the benefits deriving from this structure
choice [4, 5]; on the other hand, other studies analyse the effects of different types of storage
systems [6]. Series architecture has not seen significant application on the medium size car
so far. This type of vehicle for private usage as a matter of fact has to carry out different road
missions from one another in terms of average power and maximum power; this fact does not
allow the optimization of the internal combustion engine (ICE) generation as it is possible for
public transport vehicles where mission power profiles are known a priori.
The wide variability of the power profiles required by vehicles for private usage can be
managed, in the series architecture perspective, by storage system appropriately sized. In
addition, the energy storing process must be characterized by high efficiency values in order
for this solution to be competitive. The aim of this article is to study by simulations the
energy flows in series and parallel architectures, especially focusing on the energy cycled by
the storage system. Various road missions are taken in consideration, and the results obtained
are compared in relation with the particular type of storage system exploited.
Special attention is paid also to the ICE working conditions, the two hybrid architecture
allowing in fact different control logic of the power generation.
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2 powertrain architecture
2.1 Hybrid architecture
In the technical literature, the hybrid configurations are divided in series and parallel. The
architecture equipped with a planetary gear train is conceptually the same as a parallel
structure.
2.1.1 Parallel architecture
Parallel architecture is shown in Fig. 1, where two different parallel solutions are presented.
The two configurations are conceptually identical in that the power provided for the wheels
can be the sum of the power coming from the ICE and the power coming from the electric
motor. However it is reported in Ref. [7] that the discontinuous variable transmission (Fig.
1 on the right) is more efficient than the other, this is the reason why the comparison carried
out in this study between series and parallel architecture does not consider the continuous
variable transmission (CVT) configuration.
The heuristic management logic used in this study leads to charge the storage system
almost only by regenerative deceleration, this choice is supported by the fact that a storage
system charge by ICE is not efficient, in particular the validity of this assumption was tested
via simulation.
The energy recovered, thanks to regenerative decelerations, is then exploited for pure electric traction; this traction mode is privileged at low speed where low power demand makes it
undoubtedly convenient.
2.1.2 Series architecture
Series architecture, shown in Fig. 2, is characterized by the possibility of delivering power to
the wheels only through the electric motor. Because of this reason the entire energy generated
by the ICE is converted into electrical forma and thus it flows through the electric generator,
electric motor and their converters. The instantaneous difference between the power generated by the ICE and that required by the wheels is compensated by the storage system.
All the losses deriving from the electric components can in principle be compensated by
a higher efficient power generation of the ICE (this is shown in the results presentation).
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Figure 1: Hybrid parallel architectures.
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Figure 2: Hybrid series architecture
In particular, this is made possible by the very nature of the series architecture; besides, the
possibilities to optimize the ICE working conditions increase with the improvement of the
storage system performances.
2.2 Storage system
Storage systems have experienced a great development in recent years, both in the transport
sector and in stationary applications for electric grids. The most common batteries used in
the hybrid automotive industry are the NiMH batteries [1–3], while Li-ion batteries have seen
a great technological advance in electric vehicles. Numerous studies pointed out the advantages deriving from a combined use of Li-ion batteries and supercapacitor on medium size
cars [8–10] and on urban buses [6, 11].
The charge–discharge efficiency of the storage system differs from one technology to
another and it depends on the working conditions (mainly current and state of charge, SOC);
this is the reason why different values are available in the technical literature even for the
same storage type. In Ref. [12], 95% is the rated efficiency for Li-ion batteries, whereas a
simulative study on actual working conditions shows in Ref. [11] an 80% average efficiency,
again for Li-ion batteries. The average efficiency values available in the scientific literature
[11–13] for the various technologies are shown in Table 1. These values are to be considered
approximate, in that a detailed modelling would be necessary to determine the efficiency in
actual working conditions.
Table 1: Storage efficiency.

Efficiency (%)

NiMH

Li-ion

Supercapacitor

65–80

80–95

97–99
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3 Vehicle and road mission feature
In order to evaluate the performances obtainable with the two architectures described, their
models were created in MATLAB/Simulink environment. The vehicle features considered in
the simulations are reported in Table 2, while features of different road missions are listed
in Table 3; three of these missions are standard drive cycles [14], the data coming from the
other three were experimentally acquired in the Genova area. The converter efficiency rates
in Table 2 are mean values obtained from dynamic simulations of actual working conditions,
and a detailed study of the loss mechanism of these components will be the topic of future
studies. Data available in Ref. [15] were used to quantify losses in the electric motor. Finally,
the ICE efficiency was acquired from Ref. [16] where a brake-specific fuel consumption map
of a spark ignition engine is presented; besides, speed and torque values were normalized and
the relative efficiency contour map is plotted in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: ICE efficiency contour map.
Table 2: Vehicle features.
Vehicle mass (kg)
Rolling coefficient
Aerodynamic drag coefficient
Vehicle front area (m2)
Wheel radius (m)
Final gear ratio
Differential gear efficiency
Transmission efficiency (parallel only)
Air density (kg/m3)
DC/DC converter efficiency (%)
Inverter efficiency (%)
ICE maximum power (parallel/series) (kW)

1,450
0.01
0.25
2.3
0.3
8
0.97
0.95
1.22
97
98
72/40
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Table 3: Road mission features.

US06
UDDS
HWFET
Urban
Fast urban
Extra urban

Average speed
(km/h)

Maximum speed
(km/h)

Length
(km)

78
31
78
24
27
45

130
90
97
57
68
80

13
12
16.5
11.4
22
36

Elevation Maximum road
(m)
slope (%)
–
–
–
20
62
300

–
–
–
Negligible
6
9

4 Simulation goals
The aim of the simulations is to compare the energy chain efficiency obtainable with the two
architectures on different road missions. These efficiency values were computed considering
various storage efficiencies, in particular the following values were contemplated: 70%, 80%,
90% and 98%. The goal of this study is not to precisely evaluate the efficiency achievable
with the solutions proposed, but it is to quantify the impact the average efficiency of the storage system has on the entire powertrain.
Another aim of these simulations is to establish whether a storage system purely supercapacitor based can be applied to these architectures. As a matter of fact, applications and
studies that have been conducted so far only deal with a combined use of batteries and supercapacitors (not used as main storage device). In order to address this matter, two supercapacitor modules were sized differently for the two architectures: a 50 kg module for the parallel
architecture and 85 kg for the series architecture, thus being respectively characterized by a
rated energy of 270 and 470 Wh [17].
Finally, simulations are important to monitor the ICE working conditions. As for the parallel architecture, the ICE control logic implemented refers to those used for vehicles actually
on the market [7, 18]; in the series architecture it was chosen to make the ICE operate only
in a small area associated with maximum efficiency. Therefore, on the one hand, the series
architecture generates additional losses, but on the other hand it allows the ICE to work at
optimal working conditions in terms of torque and speed.
It is thus of primary importance an overall analysis of electric components and ICE efficiency in order to determine the energy virtuosity of this configuration.
5 simulation results
The first important result is given by the fact that the supercapacitor modules never reached
the 100% SOC. This demonstrates how this innovative storage system is suitable for hybrid
vehicle applications if properly sized and managed by a correct control logic, despite their
low specific energy.
It was then evaluated the chain energy efficiency over the various missions, which is
defined as
ηchain =

energy necessary to overcome friction
primary energy (fuel)



(1)
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Table 4: Chain energy efficiency.
η storage
US06
UDDS
HWFET
Urban
Fast urban
Ex. urban
Average

70%
Par
22.9
16.1
24.5
14.7
16.6
19.3
19.0

80%
Ser
20.6
15.0
22.1
11.1
13.4
14.6
16.1

Par
23.2
16.6
24.6
15.6
17.1
19.7
19.5

90%
Ser
22.1
17.6
23.9
13.5
15.6
17.0
18.3

Par
23.4
16.9
24.7
16.3
17.7
20.3
19.9

98%
Ser
24.1
20.0
25.6
15.5
17.6
19.3
20.4

Par
23.7
17.3
24.8
17.2
18.4
20.8
20.4

Ser
26.0
22.1
27.5
18.3
20.1
22.2
22.7

The powertrain efficiency for the different architectures, road missions and storage systems
is shown in Table 4.
The average efficiency is plotted in Fig. 4. One can immediately notice that series architecture becomes more efficient than the parallel in the high electric component efficiency area
(note that the boundaries between the different storage technologies are to give a simple idea
of the phenomenon, in fact as previously described their efficiency values change with their
working conditions).
To support this consideration, an average Li-ion battery 88% efficiency value is to consider
optimistic [11].
Figure 4 does not take into account economical aspects; series architectures require a much
more ‘intense’ use of the storage system which causes the necessity of replacing periodically
the battery. Therefore, it seems that only the realization of this architecture, thanks to supercapacitors (which are characterized by long life in terms of the number of cycles), is able to
create a competitive product on the market. This fact explains why this solution has not been
commercialized until now for medium size car, where NiMH batteries [1–3] make the parallel structure more convenient.

Figure 4: Powertrain average efficiency versus storage efficiency.
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It is clear from the above-mentioned results as to how series architectures offer superior
performances compared with the parallel thanks to a supercapacitor base storage system.
These advantages are possible although this architecture generates in any case additional
electrical losses (losses in the generator, motor, inverters, DC/DC converter and storage
system). These losses are as a matter of fact compensated by a higher power generation. As
previously mentioned, series architectures allow an optimal management of the ICE working conditions; ICE efficiency and ICE average torque are presented in Table 5, whereas the
number of thermodynamic cycles per kilometre is plotted in Fig. 5. The reference ICE is a
four-stroke engine with four cylinders, thus the thermodynamic cycles were evaluated multiplying the ICE rounds by 2.
The simulation results in Table 5 and Fig. 5 explain the reason for series architectures to be
more efficient than parallels; the ICE can continuously work at its maximum efficiency rate
point (around 80 Nm torque and 2,500 rpm), in that, the energy balance is instantaneously
guaranteed by the storage system. On the contrary, in the parallel architecture, the necessity
to follow the power profile required by the wheels leads the ICE to work in areas distant from
the optimal zone (this happens also for parallel CVT solutions [7]).
As a matter of fact, the ICE works at low loading conditions (lower torque); as a consequence, a higher number of thermodynamic cycles are needed to deliver the same power to
the wheels. The number of cycles, being strongly related to mechanical losses, allows one
to understand that these losses are much higher in the parallel architecture than in the series.
This fact is particularly evident in urban missions where the rounds per kilometre are three
times higher, being equal the energy delivered to the wheels. In addition to what already
Table 5: ICE working condition, average values on the different road missions.
ICE efficiency
Parallel (%)
27.9

ICE average torque
Series (%)
34

Parallel (Nm)
46

Series (Nm)
80

Figure 5: Thermodynamic cycles/km over different road missions.
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mentioned, it is interesting to notice that the engines used in two architectures can be of different power sizes (in this specific study, 72 kW for the parallel and 40 kW for the series).
Hence, the possibility given by series architectures to downsize the ICE leads once more to
lower mechanical losses (mechanical losses not only vary with the number of rounds per
minute but also with the engine cylinder capacity).
6 conclusions
Two MATLAB/Simulink models were created in this study for the energy analysis of parallel
and series architectures. Simulations showed that the current state of the art as far as supercapacitors are concerned allows to design a new type of storage system for hybrid vehicles
only based on this technology and characterized by masses and dimensions comparable with
the batteries today already used.
In particular, this new technology can re-evaluate series architectures for medium size car.
Simulations also showed that batteries penalize series architectures, allowing the parallel to
be the most efficient solution (hence the large spread of this structure on medium size car).
The models developed here explains why a highly efficient storage system makes the series
architecture the most convenient; the optimal management of ICE working conditions allows
to generate power more efficiently and with a lower number of thermodynamic cycles.
One step further in the improvement of ICE performances is the introduction of turbocompound systems [5]. This technology can benefit from the high average torque in series
architectures, the advantages would then be higher from the introduction of turbocompounds
in series systems than in parallels.
This study allows to evaluate what technologies can lead to a significant change in the
hybrid architectures for medium size vehicles. However, given the relevant impact of electric
components (generator and motor) and of the power electronics on the overall efficiency, an
in-depth study of the efficiency of all these components over various working conditions is of
primary importance to properly evaluate the fuel economy obtainable in different missions.
Given the results shown earlier, a deeper study of the electric components necessary to
realize competitive series architecture will be the content of next studies.
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